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Bananagrams—anagrams to drive you bananas—consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagram. Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

Did I doff or did I don?
Is it off? xx, it’s xx.

I love her plume but I just can’t
Stand the xxxx salad of my xxxx.

Porridge too hot? Bless my soul!
Don’t just sit there. xxxx on the xxxx.

It’s not just Colombian. It’s not just Hispanic.
The traffic in xxxxxxxx is xxxxxxxx.

Spelling and pronunciation may vary—
Information xxxxxxxxxxx of a xxxxxxxxxx.

Semper fi? What does it mean?
That you must always xxxxxx a xxxxxx.

Is it fear of a snake? No, it’s sadder.
The CPA brings out xxxx of the xxxx.

The kind of pun that I disown,
Playing on my xxxx (xxxxx!).

“Do you drink Mountain Dew?” we asked of Fred.
He replied, “I? xxx?” and he was xxx.

I love her plume but I don’t want
To eat the xxxx salad of my xxxx. (New England version)